SOME APPLICATIONS OF AN INEQUALITY IN
LOCALLY CONVEX SPACES
BY
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1. Introduction. Throughout this paper (X, t) will denote a locally convex
Hausdorff linear topological space with additional hypotheses added as needed.
Our aim is to present some rather diverse applications of a fundamental inequality
valid in any vector space and denoted by (I) below.
In §4 inequality (I) is used to give a simple proof of the uniform convergence of an
unconditionally convergent series with respect to various classes of bounded
multipliers. The theorem obtained includes recent results of Veic [10] and Weill [11].
In §5 we study some properties of series having unordered bounded partial sums,
continuing the study of [6]. In §7 we consider some compact linear transformations
determined by series, and in §8 we obtain a stability theorem for Schauder bases in
Banach spaces and discuss its relationship with a stability theorem of Veic [10] and
a classical stability theorem of Krein, Milman and Rutman [5].
2. The inequality. Let a denote a finite set of positive integers, (x,),ea a family of
elements of A'and (t,),ea a family of scalars. For each seminorm p on X the follow-

ing inequality is valid:

p( 2 Wl = 4 sup|o| sup pi 2 x,\.

(I)

To see that (I) is valid first assume all scalars are nonnegative real numbers with
> tn. Then
(n
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Now for real scalars, apply this to the positive and negative scalars separately. Then
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for tj = aj + ibj, write 2 t¡Xj as 2 o¡x¡■+1r2 bjX, and apply the inequality for real
scalars to each sum separately to obtain (I).
Clearly, if the scalar field is real instead of complex we may replace 4 with 2.
3. A familiar theorem on complex series.
finite subsets of the positive integers.

Let 0 denote the collection

of all

Theorem. 7/2r=i z¡ ¡s a series of complex numbers with the property that
: ae 0l

sup
(

= K < +00,

ietr

then2r=x N^4F.
Proof. Put p(z)= \z\ and let t¡ be a complex number of modulus 1 and such that
|z;| = /¡Zj. Now apply (I).
4. Some characterizations of unconditional convergence. In this section we
assume that (X, t) is sequentially complete. Recall that a series 2f= i xt in X is
unconditionally convergent if for each permutation p(i) of the positive integers,

2r=i*p«) converges.
Let (m) denote the Banach space of bounded sequences of scalars b = (b¡) with

||6||=sup( \bç\.
Theorem. For a series YT=xx¡ in X the following are equivalent:
(a) Zi°°=i biXxconverges for all b = (b{) e (m) ;
(b) 2i°=i btXi converges for all b = (b,) with b, either 0 or 1 for each i;
(c) 2i" i xi ¡s unconditionally convergent ;
(d) 2i°°=i*i is unordered convergent;

(e) limn 2f=i btx( exists uniformly for b = (b¡) e (m) with \\b\\S 1;
(f) limn 2in=i biXi exists uniformly for b = (b¡) with b¡ either 0 or 1 for each i;

Proof. For the implications

(a) o (b) o (c) o (d) see [3, p. 59]. It is obvious

that (e) =>(f) and (f) =>(b). The proof will be completed by showing that (d) =>(e).
Let F be a closed balanced convex neighborhood of 0. It follows from (d) that there
is a positive integer N such that if o is a finite set of positive integers and o n [1, A']
is void then 4(^ie„ x,) e V. Let p denote the Minkowski functional of V and

b = {bi}e(m) with ||è||^l. It follows from (I) that if q>p>N then

piybixA S4\\b\\ sup p(2*¡) = SUPp(42'y¡) < 1
\i = p

I

o = [P.K] \ft?

/

o = tP.i]

\

ita

I

so2Upb¡xte F if q>p>N and ||6||ál.
One should compare the above proof with [10] and [11].
5. Some characterizations of unordered boundedness. In this section (A', t) need
no longer be sequentially complete. Again let 0 denote the collection of finite
subsets of the positive integers. Also, let (c0) denote the Banach space of sequences
tending to 0 with the sup norm.
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A formal series 2i°°=i xt in (X, t) is unordered bounded if

f V x¡ : a e 0\ is T-bounded.
Theorem. For a formal series 2íi i *¡ í'n X the following are equivalent:
(a) 7/ F is a« equicontinuous subset of X* there is a constant MB such that

^i\f(xd\SMBforallfeB;

(b) ZT-i I/OOI< +a>ybr eac«/e JT*;
(c) 2i°°=i *¡ w unordered bounded;
(d) If p is an arbitrary continuous seminorm on X, then

C„ = sup fpi 2 XÁ : a e 0| < +co;
(e) sup {p(2jeff xi '■<re <&}<+00 for every p e T, where F is a family of continuous
seminorms which generate the topology r;
(f) For each c = (c¡) e (c0), the partial sums o/2i" i c^x^form a Cauchy sequence.

Proof. Let S={Ziea xt : a e 0}. Clearly (a) => (b) and (b) implies S is weakly
bounded and hence r-bounded. Thus (b) => (c).
If (c) holds and p is a continuous seminorm then clearly Cp as defined in (d) is
finite. That (d) =>(e) is obvious. Assume (e) and let c=(ct) e (c0). If p e T and e>0
there is a positive integer Np such that i>N0 implies |c,'| <e/4Cp. Thus if q>p>Np
where p e F we obtain from (I)

itH

S 4CP sup \ct\ < e and(e) =*•(f).
pSiSa

From the well-known fact that 2£ i c,a, converging for all (c¡) € (c0) and fixed
scalar sequence (a,) implies 2i" i k¡l < +00 we see that (f) => (b). Thus we have
(b) through (f) equivalent and the implication (a) => (b). Let B be an equicontinuous subset of X* and let p(x) = sup {|/(x)| : fe B}. If (b) through (f) hold then
by (d) Cfl= sup {P(2iea Xi) : <re 0}< +co and thus {/(%„ xd\SCp for all fe B.
From the theorem of §3, 2"=i \f(xi)\S4Cp for all fe B and so (a) through (f) are
equivalent.
The equivalence of (a), (b), (c) and (f) have been shown [6] by a different method.
A version of (d) and (e) is known in Banach spaces to be equivalent to (c). It is
interesting to note how our theorem avoids the category proof of [2, Lemma 2,

p. 159].
Historically a series satisfying (f) has been called a w.u.c. series (for weakly
unconditionally convergent). The term "weak" in functional analysis now means
and will no doubt continue to mean "with respect to the weak topology" and, in
view of the theorem, we see that in nonweakly sequentially complete spaces a
"w.u.c. series" need not be weakly convergent. Thus feeling that the use of w.u.c.
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is misleading we adopt the symbolism "2(" i xx ¡s UB" for a series satisfying any of

(a) through (f).
6. UB series which are not u.c. Clearly every unconditionally convergent (u.c.)
series is UB and the converse is valid in weakly sequentially complete spaces. It is
known (see e.g. [2, p. 159]) that in a Banach space there is a UB series which is not
u.c. if and only if X contains a subspace isomorphic to (c0). In this section we consider the relationship between UB and u.c. series in a sequentially complete locally
convex space (X, t).
A sequence (x¡) in X is a basic sequence if for each x e [,v¡], the r-closed linear
span of (x¡), there is a unique sequence of scalars (a,) such that x = 2i™i a,x{.
A basic sequence is unconditional if each expansion is u.c. A basic sequence in X is
of type F if there is a r-neighborhood of 0, U, in X such that x¡ £ U for each ;"and
G*-i *¡)n°=i is T-bounded. It is known [9, p. 358] that if (x,) is an unconditional
basic sequence of type F in a Banach space X then [xj is isomorphic to (c0).
Proposition.
Suppose (.v¡) is a basic sequence in a sequentially complete locally
convex Hausdorff space (X, t) and suppose 2<™i x, is UB and that there is a tneighborhood ofO, U, in X such that x¡ $ U for each i. Then (x¡) is an unconditional
basic sequence of type P and X(x¡)= {(a¡) : 2¡™i aix¡ converges} = (c0).
Proof. If x = 2¡co=iai*i 6 Ix,] then, since xt$ U for all /, we infer that (a,) e (c0).

Since 2r=i *¡ is UB it follows from §5 (f) that (af) e X(xt) if (at) e (c0). Thus A(x,)
= (c0). That (xí) is of type F is clear. Since 2j™i xt is UB so is 2i™i btXifor (6.) a 0, 1
sequence. Thus if (a,) e A(x¡)= (c0), it follows again from §5 (f) that 2," x atbiX¡
= Zr=i biOiX,converges (since X is sequentially complete). Thus by §4 (b) 2~.t=ia%Xi
converges unconditionally.
The above proposition is a generalization of [2, Lemma 3, p. 160].
Theorem. In a sequentially complete locally convex Hausdorff space (X, t) consider the following statements
(a) there is in X a UB series which is not u.c. ;
(b) there is in X a UB series 2£ i }\ and a r-neighborhood of 0, V, such that

yn$ Vfor all n;
(c) there is in X an (unconditional) basic sequence (x,) of type P with X(xi) = (c0).
Then (c) => (a) o (b). Moreover, if X is a Frechet space then (a), (b) and (c) are
mutually equivalent.

Proof, (c) =>(a). In view of the definition of type Fand §5 (f) this implication is
trivial. That (b) => (a) is obvious. On the other hand if 2i" i xt is a UB series which
is not u.c. then, for some permutation p(n), 2n°=i xp(n)is not convergent. Thus there
is a neighborhood F of 0 in Fand an increasing sequence (qn) of positive integers
such that
Qn + l

y» = . y

xpm i v.
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It follows e.g. from §5 (b) that 2"= i Jn is UB. The last statement of the theorem has
been observed in [2, 7.3, p. 163].
7. Some compact transformations determined by series. A linear transformation
F of one linear topological space to another is compact if it maps some neighborhood of 0 into a set whose closure is compact.
Lemma. If S isa set, X a linear topological space, Tn and T transformations from S
into X, then T maps a subset K of S into a totally bounded subset T(K) of X provided
(a) Tn(K) is totally bounded for each n ; and,
(b) limn Tn(x) = T(x) uniformly for xe K.

The proof of the lemma is straightforward and is omitted.
Theorem. Let X and Y be locally convex Hausdorff spaces with Y complete. Let
(/) be an equicontinuous sequence in X*, (y¡) a sequence in Y and (A¡) a sequence of
scalars. For each xe X consider the formal series

T(x)= J Xif(x)yi.
i=l

Then, if
(a) 2"= i yt **ux- and (Xi) e (m), or
(b) ¿" i >i is UB and (A,)e (c0), or
(c) (y¡) is bounded and 2i" i |A4¡< +-00,
then T defines a compact linear transformation from X into Y.
Proof. Since (/) is equicontinuous, V={xeX:
|/(jc)|^1} is a neighborhood
of 0 in X. For each « let F„(x) = 2?=i Kfi(x)yi where (A,) and (yf) satisfy any of
(a), (b), or (c). Clearly Tn(V) is totally bounded for each n. In case (a) observe that
for x e X, (Xf(x)) e (m) and so F is well defined by §4 (a). Since {(A¡/(x)) : xe V}
is a bounded subset of (m) it follows from §4 (e) that Tn(x) converges
to T(x) uniformly on V. Since F is complete it follows from the lemma that T is
compact.

In case (b) if (A,)e (c0) then by §5 (f) 2,°°=1A¡y¡is u.c. Now apply (a) with the
scalar sequence consisting of all Fs.
Again in case (c) 2<™1 \v¡ is u.c. and the theorem follows from (a).
Let us observe that the compact operators determined by (c) above are precisely
the nuclear operators. For if (y¡) is bounded and F is the closed circled convex hull
of ( y¡) then, since Y is complete, F is complete. Thus the normed linear space
Yb= U"= 1 nB with norm the gauge of F is a Banach space. That F is nuclear now

follows from [8, p. 99].
In a manner analogous to the above, one can prove the following known result:
Let Hx and H2 be Hubert spaces and (<p¡)and (fa) orthonormal sequences in Hx and
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H2 respectively. If (A¡)e (c0) then F(x) = 2f=i \(x, <pd</>i,
x e Hx, defines a compact
map from Hx into H2. In fact every compact Hermitian operator F from a Hubert
space into itself is of the above form (see e.g. [4]).
8. A stability theorem for bases in Banach spaces. Let us recall the classical
Paley-Wiener stability theorem: Let (x¡) and ( y¡) be sequences in a Banach space X
and let 0 < A< 1. Assume that (x¡) and (y,) satisfy
■¿-A

'

(P-W)

2 U(Xi-ydá A 2 UxA

for arbitrary scalars tx,...,

tp and arbitrary positive integer p. Then

(a) if[.vj] = ^rthen[ji] = A';
(b) if (xj) is a basic sequence so is (y¡) and whenever 2<" i ¿¡Xj converges,

2 ta

1
1-A

2 ta ;

(c) if (x¡) is basic there is a linear homeomorphism F of [x¡] onto [y¡] such that
F(x¡)= v, for each ¡' (see [1] and [7]).
A biorthogonal system (x¡,/) in a Banach space Xis a pair of sequences, (^)cj,
(ü)cl*
such that/(x;) = 8W.
Theorem. Fe? (x¡,/) ¿>ea biorthogonal system in a Banach space X with sup„ ||/n||
= M < + oo. Fei 0 < A< 1 ant/ suppose (j¡) is a sequence in X such that

(M-R)

sup

2 (*!-><)

e®r

<

4M

Then (x¡) and (v¡) satisfy (P-W) a«i/ so the conclusions of the Paley-Wiener
theorem hold. If X is a real Banach space the number 4 above may be replaced by 2.

Proof. Let (f()f=i be an arbitrary finite set of scalars and let x = 2f=i 't*e Then

fi(x) = ti if i-¿p and from (I) we obtain

%'**-yi>
s¿(spw)-»(spI/<wi)
< A

2 '**<

In [5] Krein, Milman and Rutman proved that if (xt) is a basis for X and/(x)
=/(2,°°=i a,x,) = ai then a sequence ( y¡) in X satisfying

(K-M-R)

2 ¡/«llII*-*!= A< '

is also a basis for X.
In [10] Veic proved that if(x¡) is a basis for X with 0 < inf„ ||xnl|^supn
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then an co-independent sequence (y¡) (2™=iúWí=0 =>a¡=0 for each i) satisfying
co

(V)

2 xi -yiis uxi= l

is also a basis for X. (Weill [11] has demonstrated the validity of this result in
complete barrelled spaces.)
Let us observe that in weakly sequentially complete Banach spaces the Veic
stability theorem is more general than our result for we place a specific bound on
||Zi™i xi—ji|| in such spaces.
The statement in [10] that the theorem using (V) is more general than the
(K-M-R) theorem is not, strictly speaking, valid. Observe that using (K-M-R)
there is no boundedness requirement placed on (x() nor is ¡^-independence of (y¡)
hypothesized (however, that (y¡) must be co-independent easily follows from the
other hypotheses).
In the following examples it becomes evident that sequences may satisfy one of
(K-M-R), (V) or (M-R) without satisfying any other. Before proceeding to the
examples let us observe that all three theorems are strong enough to prove the
following fundamental fact: In a Banach space with a basis, a basis may be chosen
from any dense set, a fact first observed in [5].
Example 1. Sequences satisfying (K-M-R) but not (V) or (M-R). Let X=(c0)
and let xn = (n8in)^=1. Then/n = ((l/«)8in),cc=1. Let y„ be the element of (c0) defined by

y„(/)=l/2« for /= 1, 2,..., «-1 and yn(i)=n-l/2n
Then \\xn—yn\\= 1/2« for ni 1 and so
co

j

for /=« and yn(i)=0 for ;>«.
2

2 «AH
IK->Vll
= 2 i = Ï2 < l

n=X

n = 1 "'

l¿-

and so (K-M-R) holds.
Let n„ = 2"=± (1/0 and let anX denote the first coordinate of 2?=i (yi—xi)- An
easy calculation

shows that anX= \(hn —2) whence sup„ ||2?=i x¡—j¡||^supn

\anX\

= +00 and so (M-R) does not hold. Clearly (V) does not hold.
Example 2. Sequences satisfying (M-R) but not (K-M-R) or (V).
Again let X=(c0) and let (.\„) denote the unit vector basis of (c0). For 0<A< 1
let j„ = (1-A/4).y„. Then sup„ ||2ieff -Vi-V(|| =A/4 and (M-R) holds. However
2i°°=i-v¡—v¡= 2i™i (A/4).v¡ is not u.c. Since, if (/„) is the sequence of functionals
associated with (xn), ||/„|| = 1, we see that neither (V) nor (K-M-R) hold.
Example 3. Sequences satisfying (V) but not (M-R) or^K-M-R).
Again let X=(c0) and (xn) be the unit vector basis of (c0). Let j1 = 2.v1 and for

H2 let yt = (i-1 ).Yi/;'.Then .v¡-y¡ = xji, i i 2 and xx - y^= - xx. Clearly 2,™i xt - yt
is u.c. and |2í°-i Xf-y^ = 1. Thus (V) is satisfied but not (M-R) or (K-M-R).
The next two examples illustrate the scope of our stability theorem. In both
examples X=(c0) and (.v¡) is the unit vector basis of (c0).
Example

4.

Let e>0

be given. Let .y1= .\'i and yn = (— l)n + 1exx+ xn for«ä2.
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Thenx„-vn = (-l)n+2E xx for «a 2 while Xj —Vi=0. Thus sup„ ||2?=i xx —yx|| = e.
However ( y„) is not a basic sequence in (c0). To see this suppose there isa ge X*
such that g(yx)=l and g(v„) = 0, «S2 (such exists if (y„) is a basic sequence).
Observe that eyx—y2K-i = x2K-i and lim^g(x2K_i)=0.
Thus
e = lim g(eyx-y2K_x)

= iimg(x2K-x)
n

= 0.

Thus we see that our stability theorem is false if unordered boundedness is replaced
by ordered boundedness.
The next example shows that, in a certain sense, our stability theorem is the best
possible. For, the example shows that even (x¡) being a basis, sup¡ ||/,|| < +oo, (yt)
cu-independent and sup„ W2ieax¡—y¡\\ < +oo need not imply that (y¡) is a basic

sequence.
Example 5. Again with (x¡) the unit vector basis of (c0) let yx = xx and yn = xn_ x
-xn for «^2. Then (yn) has the asserted properties. For, if 2i°°=ia¡Vi=0 then, by

applying/ (the coefficient functionals associated with (x¡)) we obtain ax+a2=0,
an = an_!, n^3. Since ¡2?=p v¡|| = l ifq>p^2
and 2?L aúWi converges we see that
fli=0 for all j and so (v¡) is oi-independent.
Clearly sup, ||2,6ff xi-yi\\=2.
Finally observe that yx —JJt =2 yi = xn and as in Example 4 it follows that (v()
cannot be a basic sequence.
As a final remark let us observe that it follows from [2, Lemma 3, p. 160] (see
also §6, Proposition) that if (x¡) is a basic sequence with uniformly bounded coefficient functionals (/,) and if (y¡) is a sequence such that both 2i™i x{—y¡ and
2i™i y¡ are UB then (x¡) is an unconditional basis of type F and so [x¡] is isomorphic
to (c0). For, supn ||/n|| < 4-co implies inf„ ||x„|| >0 and the other hypothesis implies

iT-iJCiisUB.
In particular, our stability theorem seems most interesting whenever

SUp12 V¡¡= +00.
" IIis» Il
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